Getting by with less — the “frugal tie”
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The ability to tie surgical knots efficiently and effectively is an essential surgical skill for medical procedures, especially pacemaker implantation. Device generators and their leads need to be safely anchored with sutures during implantation to prevent dislodgement and inadequate packaging in the pacemaker pocket. With most knot tying techniques, a generous amount of suture slack is required. We introduce a new technique that is a variation of the 2-handed surgical square knot and the 1-handed surgeon’s knot that allows one to finish or tie a knot when left with little slack.

The frugal tie technique

To start the knot, the short end of the suture is wrapped below the index finger (step 1; Fig. 1A). The long end of the suture then locks the short end in place.
Fig. 2. (A) Step 3: using the thumb of the hand holding the short end of the suture, the short end is folded over the long end and then (B) folded over the short end of the suture. (C–E) Steps 5–7: the folded end of the suture is pinched by the thumb and passed through the loop. The short end is subsequently grasped by the same thumb and index fingers or the same thumb and middle finger once passed through the loop and the knot placed down over the anticipated area. Steps 3–7 are completed in a continuous motion.
place (step 2; Fig. 1B). Using the thumb of the hand holding the short end of the suture, the short end is folded over the long end (step 3; Fig. 2A) and then folded over the short end of the suture (step 4; Fig. 2B). The folded end of the suture is pinched by the thumb and passed through the loop (step 5; Fig. 2C). The short end of the suture is then grasped by the same thumb and index fingers or the same thumb and middle finger once passed through the loop and the knot placed down over the anticipated area (steps 6 and 7; Figs. 2D and E). Steps 3–7 are completed in a continuous motion. To lock/reverse the tie, complete the second throw by wrapping the short end of the suture above the index finger instead of below it, as in step 1 (step 8; Fig. 3A). The long end of the suture locks the short end in place (step 9; Fig. 3B). As in step 3, using the thumb of the hand holding the short end of the suture, the short end is folded over the long end (step 10, Fig. 4A) and the knot is completed as described in steps 5–7; the short end of the suture is subsequently grasped by the same thumb and index fingers or the same thumb and middle finger once passed through the loop, and the knot is placed down over the anticipated area. Steps 10–14 are also completed in a continuous motion (Fig. 4C–E). Figure 5 shows the final configuration of the frugal tie, similar to a surgeon’s knot. Figure 6 shows a variation of the frugal tie technique using a needle driver when both ends of the suture are very short; the end of the suture held by the needle driver becomes the long end represented in Figure 1, and the described technique to complete the frugal tie is performed.

DISCUSSION

In the surgical field, knot tying is an essential component of the procedure. In experienced hands surgical knots can be tied quickly, but they typically require a generous amount of suture slack. We introduce a knot tying technique that is a variation of the 2-handed surgical square knot and the 1-handed surgeon’s knot that allows one to finish or tie a knot with very little slack on the suture. If completed properly with adequate tension, this modified technique will have similar strength as the 1-handed surgeon’s knot as they both have similar locking principles in their throws (Fig. 5). The flat square knots and surgeon’s knot have been shown to have similar tension at failure and similar likelihood of untying. Given the similarity in the knot configuration to the surgeon’s knot, the frugal tie technique will offer the same reliability as this standard approach.
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Fig. 4. (A) Step 10: as in step 3, using the thumb of the hand holding the short end of the suture, the short end is folded over the long end. (B) Step 11: the short end of the suture is folded over. (C–E) Steps 12–14: the folded end of the suture is pinched by the thumb and passed through the loop. The short end of the suture is subsequently grasped by the same thumb and index fingers or the same thumb and middle finger once passed through the loop and the knot placed down over the anticipated area. Steps 10 to 14 are completed in a continuous motion.
Fig. 5. Final configuration of the frugal tie. Note that the configuration is similar to a surgeon’s knot.

Fig. 6. Variation on the frugal tie technique using a needle driver when both ends of the suture are very short. The end of the suture held by the needle driver becomes the long end represented in Fig. 1, and the same technique to complete the frugal tie is performed.